At a Glance...
The CCi brings bill validation, data capture and
secure storage to the front line at the point of sale,
allowing your cash to be processed more quickly, less
expensively and more securely. Once a bill has been
deposited into the CCi, the cash does not need to be
touched again until it reaches your cash center or
bank.
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One touch cash handling
No need to manually count
End to end closed loop
No need to carry out till skims
Increased security
Remote integration

Specification
n Increases POS security, removing the cash removes temptation of till snatches & internal shrink.
n Counter Cache intelligent® removes the need to perform time consuming till skims.
n Streamline cash processes with an end to end, one touch solution.
n Four way note acceptance giving speed of operation and customer flow, notes are instantly
validated using 40 point optical validation technology.
n Bills are instantly counted providing a time-stamped data log 8,000 transactions and operator
events are automatically recorded giving full accountability and a complete audit trail.
n CCi is completely configurable allowing it to be integrated easily into any retail cash flow process.
Supplied with Ethernet, Bluetooth, USB or RS232 serial link it can also be linked in to POS and store
network

In an ideal world, once cash has been handed over from the customer to the retailer, 100% of this money
should find its way quickly and directly into the retailer's bank account. Unfortunately, this is not always the
case. Volumatic's CCi is a unique cash validation and storage device that can help protect and secure
cash at all stages of its journey from the consumer to cashier, to back office, to armored car, and finally to
the cash center and bank.
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